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FIRST PUC A1'NUAL E�ffllNATION -2018 - · 
Time: 3-15 hours 

No.of Pages: 02 p�YSICS -(�) Max Marks: 70 

Total No.of Ques.: 37

General Instructions: ! 
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1] All parts are compulsory. I �: ,:;: 
2] Answers without relevant diagram /figure/ circuit wherever necessary will not carry any

marks. I ,cncd, 

3]Direct answer to numerical priblems without d�� solutions will not carry any marks.
, PART-A:, 

Answer ALL tbe'following� questions: cs:,;,,q lOxl=lO 
1) Write the dimensional formula of pressure .
2) What is a unit vector?! __ 
3) What is the nature of

�
e work don{Bffilctional force? 

4) Where does the centre f maas of uriffSM Triangular laminalie?
5) What are elastomers? -· .
6) Which law is connec

!

. to the workin

.

·g:
_
,

_

-
_·

: 

.

. t).f· 

.. 

th · e Hydraulic brake? 
7) Define Viscosity .
8) What is regelation ? ,,:,1 _ :} 

9) Mention the signific ce of Zeroth l�'Y s�(Thermodynamics.
10) How does the average! kinetic energ{fta,gas molecu1e dt!pend on the absolute

f ,• .::? d .. :-,·· 

temperature of the g<9? : 
,,, .. • 

I PARf-B" ';Y 
Answer any FIVE of the �ollowing q,u:e�tfons :
11) Name any two fundarttental forces in nature.

! .•" 

12)' Write any two applica1ions of dimeiisi6nal analysis. 
13) Distinguish between cfistance (path length) and displacement.
14) What is a projectile 1tGive example,,

5x2=10 

15) What is banking of .r�ads? Why bariking is nec�ssary' for a curved road?
16) When is Torquemaxitjmm and minimihli?
17) What is a Venturimet�r7 On what pririfaple does the Venturimeter work ?
18) Mention any two char�cteristics of sRM( Simple Hormonic Motion)

! PARf-C ii.
j - . 

Answer any_FIVE of the foflowing questi�ns: 
' 

19) Obtain an expressiotj for Time of flight of a projectile.
20) Using Newton's seco*d law of motion arrive F =ma.
21) Prove work energy theorem for a constant force ..

,� - . 

22) Obtain the relation b¥ween Torque � d angular momentum,.
23) State Kepler's law ofn,lanetary motion.
24) Mention three types 6f moduli of Elasticity.

l 
-

·: 

25) Obtain an expression! for pressure ata point inside a liquid
26) · Write anythree assutiiptions of Kinetic theory of gases .

5x3=15 

P.T.O.
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PARf-D 

2x5=10 Answer any TWO of the fo)l�!!',rig questions •f 
27) What is v-t graph? Derive x =v

0
t +½ f2 using v- t graph.

28) . Derive an expression lortifuaximum spee4 of a car on a banked road
· incircular motion. I 

Z:swe!�:: �;:::�
h

::�;i' q
::;:jd perpendiculm axes fueo':xs-J 

0
30) Derive an expression f<>r;work done by thl gas in an Isothermal process.
31) Derive an expression for Tune period of fscillation of a simple pendulum.
32) What is closed pipe ? Discuss the modes jf vibrations of air column in a 

closed pipe. l 
Answer any THREE of the foll�JYing questioJs :- 3x5=15 

• ·,;.' ··1 3 3) AF ootball player kic�1;a��:i!,ll at an angle f �)0° tothe horizontal with an
initial velocity of 15 ms·1 .Assuming the 1fH _travels in a vertical plar.ie, 
Calculate the a] MaximUll'lheight b] Time•pf't1ight and c] Horizontal range 

34) 

35) 

36) 

37) 

. . . . . l 

[g=9.8ms·2]

Apump on the ground fl°?�ofa buildingfumps water to fill a tank o_fvolurne
30m3 in 15 minutes. Iftgetank is 40m above the ground and efficiency of the 

. . .... ,�-· > ... . ·l pump is 30%. How much elettrical power 1s consumed by the pump? 
[ Density of water 103 kgnr�] ( g = 9 .8 msh .' 

Calculate the acceleratiofu due to gravity at a point a] 64km above and 
l 

b] 32km below the surface of earth. i · 
Given Radius of Earth= 6400km.Acceler

t
tion due to gravity at the surface 

of earth= 9.8ms·2.
A metal cylinder 0.628m long and 0.04m ip. diameter has one end in boiling 
water at 100°C and other �nd is melting ic�. The co-efficient of Thermal 
c?nductivity of th� metal is_378 Wm·1Jc-1.Jr-atest heat of lee is 3.36 xl0 5Jkg"1• 

Fmd the mass of tee metls m one hour . I 
A train moving at a speed of 72kmph to4ards a station is sounding a 
whistle of frequency 600:Hz. What are thb apparent frequencies of the 
whistle as heard by a man on the platform !when the train (i) approaches him 
(ii) re_cedes from him ?
[ Given speed of sound in air= 340ms·1]
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